


Five Elements of a Training Activity

1.  Organized: Is the activity organized in the right way?

2.  Game-like: Is the activity game-like?

3.  Repetition: Is there repetition, when looking at the overall goal of the 
session?

4.  Challenging: Are the players being challenged? (Is there the right 
balance between being successful and unsuccessful?)

5.  Coaching: Is there effective coaching, based on the age and level of 
the players? 

Training Session Self-Reflection Questions 

1. How did you do in achieving the goals of the training session?

2. What did you do well?

3. What could you do better?
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	exercise3 text values: OBJECTIVE: To stop the opponent’s attack, win the ball back and score.ORGANIZATION: Same as core activity, except players play 1 v 2.KEY WORDS: Stay compact, attack the ballGUIDED QUESTIONS: 1) How can you keep the attacker from dribbling past you? 2) How can you help each other defend? ANSWERS: 1) By blocking the path forward. 2) By running toward the attacker together and working together to win the ball.NOTES: Start with the Core Activity and decide whether the level of challenge is appropriate for the players.  Move to this Less Challenging Activity if the Core Activity is too difficult.  Spend a total of 20 minutes in the Practice Phase. 
	exercise4 text values: OBJECTIVE: To stop the opponent’s attack, win the ball back and score.ORGANIZATION: Same as core activity, except players play 2 v 2.KEY WORDS: Stay compact, attack the ballGUIDED QUESTIONS: 1) How can you keep the attackers from dribbling past you? 2) How can you help each other defend? ANSWERS: 1) By blocking the path forward. 2) By running toward the attackers together and working together to win the ball.NOTES: Start with the Core Activity and decide whether the level of challenge is appropriate for the players. Move to this More Challenging Activity if the Core Activity is too easy.  Spend a total of 20 minutes in the Practice Phase. 
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